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Abstract: Mosasauroidea, prominent marine lizards (Squamata,

Toxicofera) of the final 30 million years of the Cretaceous,

have been extensively studied for their morphology, ecology

and systematics in the past two centuries. However, the rela-

tive roles of biological and physical processes as drivers of

their morphological diversification remain uncertain. Here

we investigate the macroevolution of mosasauroid feeding

and locomotory disparity using continuous characters mea-

sured from the mandible and forelimb as proxies. Patterns

of morphospace occupation demonstrate important roles for

innovation and niche partitioning in driving morphological

disparity. The early evolution of Mosasauroidea is character-

ized by large shifts in morphology, especially elongation of

the mandibular biting area and hydropedality. The later

diversification of derived Mosasaurinae and Plioplatecarpinae

is associated with a great expansion of morphospace, attrib-

uted to the acquisition of novel feeding and locomotory

strategies. Temporally, disparity follows a top-heavy profile,

possibly reflecting opportunism in the wake of the

Cenomanian–Turonian anoxic event. The highest levels of

disparity are found in the latest Cretaceous, associated with

the radiation of derived mosasaurids alongside the persis-

tence of more basal forms. Major morphological innovations

are not associated with evolutionary rate shifts, which differ-

entiates them from earlier marine reptiles, and may reflect

constant and greater niche occupation in Late Cretaceous

oceans. Linear modelling of potential physical drivers indi-

cates a minor role for these processes, suggesting that biolog-

ical drivers were the primary sculptors of mosasauroid

morphological disparity.

Key words: Mosasauroidea, Aigialosauridae, macroevolu-

tion, ecomorphology, functional disparity, evolutionary

drivers.

CONTEMPORARY oceanic ecosystems are dominated by

sharks and secondarily aquatic tetrapods, most notably

birds and mammals, which evolved from terrestrial ances-

tors to exploit marine habitats. In Mesozoic seas there

were multiple lineages of marine reptiles (Pyenson et al.

2014; Kelley & Pyenson 2015; Reeves et al. 2021), the last

of which, the mosasauroids, dominated oceanic ecosys-

tems for the final c. 30 myr of the Cretaceous (Stubbs &

Benton 2016; Reeves et al. 2021). Descendants of terres-

trial squamates, and close relatives of either anguimorphs

(Conrad et al. 2011) or snakes (Reeder et al. 2015; Papar-

ella et al. 2018), mosasauroids are classically divided into

plesiomorphic, semiaquatic ‘aigialosaurs’ and derived

(predominantly) marine Mosasauridae; the former now

commonly regarded as paraphyletic with respect to the

latter (Russell 1967; Dutchak 2005; Caldwell 2012; Camp-

bell Mekarski et al. 2019). Aigialosaur-grade taxa first

arose in the Cenomanian, possibly from a dolichosaur-

grade ancestor, and were limited in diversity (Paparella

et al. 2018; Campbell Mekarski et al. 2019). However, fol-

lowing significant restructuring of marine ecosystems

caused by the Cenomanian–Turonian Anoxic Event, the

radiation of mosasaurids signalled the onset of mosasaur-

oid dominion until the end of the Cretaceous (Ross 2009;

Stubbs & Benton 2016).

The fate of lineages, their rise and fall, remains a fun-

damental question in palaeontology. Advances in statisti-

cal methods have permitted rigorous investigation of this

topic, including in marine reptiles (Stubbs & Benton

2016; Moon & Stubbs 2020; Reeves et al. 2021). Mosa-

sauroid functional macroevolution has not been studied

in detail, despite apparent advantages including: (1) an

exceptional fossil record, afforded by their marine habits,

large size and cosmopolitan distribution (Driscoll et al.

2019); (2) being enthusiastically studied, with a large

number of described taxa and a reasonably well resolved

phylogeny; and (3) persisting in an environment that is

well understood, with fine-scale stratigraphy that provides

reliable temporal and driver data (Polcyn et al. 2014;

Driscoll et al. 2019). Furthermore, the anatomy of mosa-

sauroids is well documented (e.g. Russell 1967), particu-

larly for the feeding and locomotory apparatus.
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Mosasauroid jaws display considerable morphological

diversity, ranging from the strongly kinetic jaws of plesio-

morphic taxa (Callison 1967; Russell 1967) to the derived

mandibles of shell-crushing Globidens and fish-eating

Plotosaurus (LeBlanc et al. 2013, 2019). This mandibular

variation reflects dietary diversity, with many taxa show-

ing specialization towards certain prey (Schulp et al.

2013). Several studies have attempted to elucidate the

evolutionary patterns of mosasauroid jaws. Ross (2009)

applied the dental morphoguild concept of Massare

(1987) to Mosasauridae and showed that early forms were

predominantly of the generalist ‘cut’ guild, later to be

augmented by some piscivorous ‘pierce’ guild taxa. How-

ever, only following the radiation of mosasaurines did

guild diversity increase substantially, with taxa occupying

five of the six marine reptile tooth guilds (Massare 1987;

Ross 2009). Stubbs & Benton (2016), using continuous

and discrete traits of the mandible and dentition to inves-

tigate functional disparity in Mesozoic marine reptiles,

found that mosasauroid diversification did not follow an

‘early burst’ scenario, as in ichthyosaurs (Moon & Stubbs

2020), where high disparity was rapidly acquired and then

followed by levelling or decline. Instead, initial mosasaur-

oid disparity was low and increased continuously to the

Cretaceous–Palaeogene (KPg) boundary, with the excep-

tionally high disparity of the Campanian and Maastrich-

tian attributed to diversification of feeding strategies, a

product of niche partitioning and opportunism (Stubbs &

Benton 2016). Importantly, both analyses concluded that

mosasauroids became extinct at their evolutionary zenith,

while they were still rapidly diversifying (Ross 2009;

Stubbs & Benton 2016).

As descendants of terrestrial lizards with weight-bearing

limbs, the locomotory anatomy of derived mosasauroids

is strongly modified for an obligate marine existence, and

convergent with other secondarily aquatic tetrapods (most

notably ichthyosaurs; e.g. Lindgren et al. 2010). Such

adaptations include elongation of the body to facilitate

undulatory propulsion and the evolution of paddle-like

limbs (Massare 1994; Kelley & Pyenson 2015). Under the

classic view of mosasaur locomotion, an anguilliform pro-

file and muscular tail facilitated propulsive undulation by

the entire postcranium, while the limbs rested by the side,

possibly to be used in sudden propulsive bursts (Massare

1994). Despite the apparent inefficiency of this locomo-

tory mode, it matched the prevailing idea that mosasaurs

were nearshore ambush predators that did not undertake

sustained periods of intense activity. However, reanalysis

of the caudal vertebrae of Plotosaurus has demonstrated

that this taxon had a semi-lunate tail fluke with a fusi-

form profile, and thus used carangiform locomotion, not

dissimilar to some derived ichthyosaurs. This ecomor-

phology suits sustained activity necessitated by pelagic

cruising, the mode of life attributed to Plotosaurus

(Lindgren et al. 2007, 2008). Subsequent discoveries have

demonstrated that these features are more widespread

among mosasaurids, with caudal flukes and hydrody-

namic body plans found in specimens of Platecarpus and

Prognathodon (Lindgren et al. 2010, 2013). A high-fidelity

fluke imprint of Prognathodon displays an aspect ratio

similar to that of a moderately active carcharhinid shark

(Lindgren et al. 2013).

The mosasauroid forelimb also became strongly modi-

fied for an aquatic lifestyle, transitioning from a basal

‘plesiopedal’ walking limb, with functional joints and

digits, to a derived ‘hydropedal’ limb, sporting robust

tablet-like epipodials, shortened long bones, immobile

joints, and a paddle-like profile. Hydropedality only

occurs in Mosasauridae and indicates adoption of obliga-

tory marine habits, as this condition precludes terrestrial

walking (Caldwell et al. 1995; Caldwell 1996; Bell & Pol-

cyn 2005; Campbell Mekarski et al. 2019). However, it

has been debated whether this condition in mosasaurs is

homoplastic, or whether it could have arisen multiple

times through convergence, which has evolutionary impli-

cations for other locomotory traits, such as the tail fluke.

This debate is centred on the placement of critical taxa,

such as Dallasaurus, which is recovered as a derived

mosasaurine but possesses plesiomorphic limbs and gir-

dles (Bell & Polcyn 2005). Ancestral state reconstruction

has suggested that aquatically adapted limbs evolved

ancestrally in Mosasauridae, and Dallasaurus may repre-

sent either reversion, poor postcranial data, or incorrect

phylogenetic placement (Simões et al. 2017). Though

other authors consider these results to be a phylogenetic

artefact resulting from strong implied weighting and

stress the importance of conservatism when investigating

basal mosasauroid relationships and evolution (Madzia &

Cau 2017). Following their acquisition, the hydropedal/

hydropelvic limbs show increasing adaptation for marine

locomotion, exemplified in the longipinnate paddles of

Plotosaurus (Lindgren et al. 2007, 2011).

The feeding and locomotory strategies of an organism

are vital components of its ecology. Previous studies of

mosasauroids have generally interpreted the macroevolu-

tion of these traits without statistical analysis, often focus-

ing on particular taxa. The few statistical studies on

mosasaur feeding have been either in the broader context

of marine reptiles as a whole (Stubbs & Benton 2016)

or using restricted, guild-based characters (Ross 2009).

No study has investigated the macroevolution of mosa-

sauroid locomotion under a statistical framework. Fur-

thermore, there has been conflict over the relative roles of

biological and physical processes in driving mosasauroid

evolution. For example, Polcyn et al. (2014) suggested

that mosasauroid diversity and disparity were driven by

extrinsic, physical processes, primarily the high productiv-

ity of Cretaceous oceans, based on a combination of:
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(1) widespread transgression; (2) high sea surface temper-

atures; and (3) enhanced nutrient supply from increased

precipitation and run-off. This combination of factors

apparently drove high rates of niche and body size diver-

sification in mosasaurids, in a textbook example of the

‘Court Jester’ hypothesis. Stubbs & Benton (2016), on the

other hand, found a primary role for innate, biological or

‘Red Queen’ processes, such as competition, innovation

and opportunity.

In this contribution, we analyse proxies for functional

disparity of mosasauroid feeding and locomotion, using a

suite of characters measured from the mandible and fore-

limb. We focus on the mandible as it is a useful proxy

for feeding behaviour, with traits such as jaw leverage and

robusticity linked to biomechanical principles, jaw perfor-

mance and feeding ecology (Anderson et al. 2011). Loco-

motion in mosasauroids is a whole-body phenomenon,

involving the axial column, pectoral and pelvic girdles,

and limbs/paddles (Lindgren et al. 2007, 2010, 2011,

2013; Gutarra & Rahman, 2021). The vertebral column is

incomplete in many specimens, making predictions of

axial locomotory evolution problematic. Instead, here we

focus on the morphology and function of the limbs and

paddles. Limbs/paddles show trends associated with diver-

sification into aquatic environments (Lindgren et al. 2007,

2011; Campbell Mekarski et al. 2019) and the aspect ratio

of flippers (as measured from bony elements) has been

used to infer locomotory performance (speed and man-

oeuvrability) in plesiosaurs (O’Keefe 2001). Aspect ratio

is a well characterized predictor of the performance of

aerodynamic surfaces (wings) in extant birds and quan-

tifies the trade-off between efficiency and manoeuvrability

in aerofoil and hydrofoil structures (Gutarra & Rahman

2021). We hypothesize that mosasauroids did not

undergo an early burst in feeding and locomotory diver-

sity, unlike other marine reptile groups; that the greatest

disparity (in both traits) arose with the radiation of the

disparate mosasaurines, possibly in association with major

shifts in evolutionary tempo; and that biotic factors were

important drivers in the evolution of mosasauroids,

rather than solely physical drivers.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Data collection

Not all mosasauroid taxa preserve mandibles and forelimbs

suitable for use in a study such as this, and we could

include only 41 taxa in the mandibular analysis and 33 taxa

in the forelimb analysis (Cross et al. 2022). Measurements

were taken primarily from figures in the literature, except

in cases where we could acquire photographs directly from

the institutions housing the original specimens. In

addition, two ‘dolichosaurs’ were used as outgroups to help

estimate the condition at the Mosasauroidea node. Ideally,

measurements would have been taken from original speci-

mens, but this was not possible for practical and financial

reasons; in this case, visits to dozens of museums on most

continents would have been required. Therefore, we chose

to score characters from the literature, a common practice

used in previous studies. Care was taken to ensure each

character was scored multiple times and verified across

multiple figures and images where possible. Both photo-

graphs and reconstructions were included, respectively

accounting for 53% and 35% of the mandibular data, and

53% and 47% of the forelimb data. In addition, the mandi-

ble was sometimes figured as separate bones that were rea-

ligned in GIMP v.2.10.8, which accounts for the final 12%

of mandibular data. The data are imperfect, and several

taxa were included based on incomplete remains and could

not be scored for all functional measurements. The number

of taxa with missing data is 14% for the mandibular dataset

and 23% for the forelimb dataset.

Functional characters

A total of 23 functional characters were used in this

study, which aimed to reflect ecological adaptations to

feeding and locomotion. The 11 mandibular characters

were derived from previous studies of jaw functional

macroevolution (Anderson et al. 2011, 2013; Stubbs et al.

2013; Button et al. 2014; Stubbs & Benton 2016; MacLaren

et al. 2017), while the 12 limb-focused locomotory char-

acters, measured from the humerus, radius and ulna, are

novel contributions here. Characters were measured from

images and reconstructions of specimens using ImageJ

v.1.52a (Schneider et al. 2012); detailed descriptions are

provided in Appendix S1.

Functional morphospace

To visualize functional differences among mosasauroid

taxa, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA)

on the mandibular and locomotory character datasets

scaled to unit variance. PCA used the R multivariate statis-

tics package FactoMineR v.2.3 (Lê et al. 2008), with the

companion package missMDA (Josse & Husson 2016) used

to impute missing data without affecting the results of the

PCA (i.e. the imputed data carry no weight). The mandibu-

lar and forelimb datasets were subjected to separate PCAs,

from which two visualizations of the data were created: the

first includes all taxa and is used to contrast the functional

characteristics of different clades, the second includes mul-

tiple plots representing geological stages and illustrates

changes in morphospace occupation through time.
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Phylogenetic trees and time-scaling

We produced a series of time-scaled phylogenies of Mosa-

sauroidea plus a dolichosaur outgroup to estimate ances-

tral states and calculate evolutionary rates. The taxonomic

and phylogenetic relationships of mosasauroids have been

extensively explored (Bell 1997; Madzia & Cau 2017;

Simões et al. 2017; Lively 2018; Jiménez-Huidobro &

Caldwell 2019; LeBlanc et al. 2019). Although the mono-

phyly of the traditional subfamilies is generally supported,

their internal topologies and interrelationships are unre-

solved (Madzia & Cau 2017). Further, there is evidence of

taxonomic inertia, where historical precedent leads to the

retention of taxa even when there is insufficient diagnos-

tic evidence. An example is Clidastes, where continued

use of two poorly diagnosed species has obscured our

understanding of the genus (Lively 2018). To account for

these uncertainties, we tested three topologies: a maxi-

mum parsimony (MP) and a maximum likelihood (ML)

tree from Simões et al. (2017), and a Bayesian-inference

(BI) tree from Madzia & Cau (2017). Further, we wished

to include several taxa that were not included in these

phylogenies, so we used the results of other phylogenetic

studies (Konishi & Caldwell 2011; Konishi et al. 2016;

Jiménez-Huidobro & Caldwell 2019; LeBlanc et al. 2019),

to position them informally in the phylogenies. The phy-

logenetic relationships of the dolichosaur outgroup were

taken from Paparella et al. (2018).

Trees were prepared for time-scaling in Mesquite v.3.61

(Maddison & Maddison 2019) to include relevant taxa

for the locomotory and feeding analyses. Substage-level

occurrence data were taken from Driscoll et al. (2019),

with the maximum and minimum dates for substages

from Ogg et al. (2016). Multiple time-scaling methods

were employed to account for the effects of bias in any

one method: the ‘equal’ (Lloyd et al. 2012), minimum

branch length (MBL; Laurin 2004) and fossilized birth–
death (FBD; Heath et al. 2014; Matzke & Wright 2016)

approaches. Time-scaling with the equal and MBL dating

methods was performed in R using the package paleotree

v.3.3.25 (Bapst 2019). The ‘minmax’ data treatment set-

ting was employed because the data consisted of possible

occurrence ranges and not absolute occurrence dates. To

account for this uncertainty, we produced ten time-scaled

trees for each dating method/topology combination and

compared these to ensure congruence. FBD time-scaling

was undertaken in MrBayes v.3.2.7a (Ronquist et al.

2012), following the methods of Ballell et al. (2019).

Evolutionary rates analysis

The first principal component axes for the feeding and

locomotory morphospace were subjected to evolutionary

rates analyses in R to investigate the tempo of functional

macroevolution. The fastANC function of phytools v.0.7-

47 (Revell 2012) was used to estimate ancestral states on

the time-scaled trees, using maximum likelihood

methods. In addition, FossilBM v.1 (Silvestro et al. 2019),

which employs a Bayesian framework, was used to esti-

mate rate shifts across the phylogenies and distinguish

evolutionary deviations from a Brownian (homogeneous

rates) model of evolution. Tracer was used to check Fos-

silBM outputs for convergence (Rambaut et al. 2018).

Stage-level disparity

The R package dispRity v.1.4.1 (Guillerme 2018) was used

to investigate functional disparity through time from the

feeding and locomotory datasets. This package was chosen

because it permits flexible construction of analyses and is

multifunctional, incorporating several disparity metrics,

two of which are used here. We investigated disparity

from the PCA scores generated, which reflects functional

dissimilarity between taxa, using sum of variances (SoV)

and sum of ranges (SoR) as the chosen metrics. SoV mea-

sures the spread of taxa in morphospace, whereas SoR

reflects the amount of morphospace occupied (a proxy

for morphovolume). Both variance-based and morphovo-

lume disparity metrics have their relative strengths and

weaknesses, and both are capable of biasing disparity ana-

lyses (Nordén et al. 2018). Thus, it is reasonable to use

both metrics for comparison. The datasets were sub-

sampled for 1000 bootstrap replicates to generate 95%

confidence intervals, and rarefaction was applied to the

SoR analysis, which is susceptible to sample size biases.

Disparity was plotted by geological stage, using the occur-

rence data of Driscoll et al. (2019). This approach permits

the identification of disparity highs and lows through

time, which can be corroborated with the evolutionary

rates analyses to investigate the broader patterns of mosa-

sauroid macroevolution.

Phylogenetic time-sliced disparity

A second approach to calculating disparity, as outlined by

Guillerme & Cooper (2018), is phylogenetic time-slicing.

Here, disparity is calculated from a time-scaled phylo-

genetic tree for taxa extant at fixed points in time, remov-

ing the requirement to specify bins, which may implicitly

bias the result. Furthermore, by incorporating branch

data, time-slicing helps to combat issues associated with

under-sampled time intervals by sampling directly from

the ghost lineages. Here, we use the methods presented

by Guillerme & Cooper (2018), implemented in the R

package dispRity. The time-slicing approach was run on
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60 trees. In each iteration, disparity was calculated at 10

equidistant dates, slicing through the phylogenies and

sampling either the tips (observed fossils) or the ancestral

nodes (estimated ancestral morphospace locations), based

on relative proximity. In each iteration, the mean SoV

from 100 bootstrap replicates was recorded and spaghetti-

plots were generated to illustrate all iterations (Stubbs

et al. 2021).

Clade-level disparity

In addition to the two methods of calculating temporal

changes in disparity, we also investigated differences in

disparity between different mosasauroid subclades. This

was undertaken using dispRity v.1.4.1 (Guillerme 2018);

taxa were binned by clade, and disparity calculated for

their mandibular and forelimb PCA scores, using SoV

with 1000 bootstrap replicates.

Generalized linear modelling of physical drivers

Polcyn et al. (2014) suggested that mosasauroid macro-

evolution was driven by physical processes, but there has

been no attempt to model physical drivers against pheno-

typic variation. Here, we collated a substage-level time

series of the three potential physical drivers outlined by

Polcyn et al. (2014), spanning the Late Cretaceous. For

eustatic sea level (SL) we used the curve of Miller et al.

(2005), which provides full coverage for the Late Creta-

ceous, though at lower resolution for the middle–early
Santonian and middle Coniacian. Sea surface temperature

(SST) data were taken from O’Brien et al. (2017), who

collated published records of two palaeotemperature

proxies, δ18O and Tex86, to produce SST curves for the

entire Cretaceous. The original study was focused on lati-

tudinal differences, but we combined their latitude-

specific temperature data to look at the global picture.

The δ13C record serves as a common proxy for oceanic

primary productivity, and we used data from Cramer et

al. (2009) to investigate this potential driver. The original

dataset was broken down geographically, but again we

combined this to look at the global trend. The physical

driver records were averaged by geological substage to

match the functional disparity scores.

We used generalized linear modelling within a Bayesian

framework to infer the effect of sea level, sea surface tem-

perature and primary productivity on each of the four-

disparity metrics. A Shapiro–Wilk test was performed first

to test for normality in the input variables. The disparity

records were found to be non-normal, but the physical

drivers could not be distinguished from a normal distri-

bution. Following this, the model was implemented in R

and Stan (Stan Development Team 2020) using the pack-

age brms v.2.14.0 (Bürkner 2017, 2018). Model parame-

ters were set as: disparity was estimated from a log-

normal likelihood distribution; priors for the three physi-

cal drivers were standardized to determine their relative

effects, and the coefficients were represented by normal

distributions; a Student’s-t distribution was used as a

prior for the intercept (default in brms), and the standard

deviation (σ) was set as a broad half-Cauchy distribution.

The intercept represents the variation not described by

the input parameter and the standard deviation indicates

the variance of the relationship. Upon completion, priors

were simulated to ensure the model sampled a realistic

parameter space, and the MCMC chains were checked for

convergence using estimated sample size (ESS > 200) and

R-hat values (approaching 1.00), as reported in Stan and

brms.

RESULTS

Morphospace

Jaw functional morphospace. The first two principal com-

ponents account for 50.6% of the total variation and

readily distinguish clades in morphospace (Fig. 1A;

Fig. S3). PC1 accounts for 31.3% of the total variation

and differentiates jaws based on their length, robusticity,

and the relative sizes of various components, like the den-

tal row. Negative values represent robust, elongate jaws,

with long dental rows (e.g. Mosasaurus, Prognathodon),

while positive values indicate shorter jaws, relatively larger

muscle attachment sites and greater mechanical advan-

tages (e.g. Aigialosaurus, Selmasaurus). PC2 accounts for

19.3% of total variation and differentiates jaws based on

their opening capabilities and dental morphology. Positive

values represent robust jaws with relatively large adduc-

tors, high mechanical advantages, and often possessing

low aspect-ratio teeth (e.g. Globidens), while negative

values strongly discriminate jaws with high aspect-ratio

teeth (e.g. Plotosaurus).

Mosasauroids occupy a distinct region of morphospace

from dolichosaur-grade taxa, which is consistent with the

prevailing view that the origin of the mosasaur skull lies

among aigialosaur-grade taxa (Campbell Mekarski et al.

2019). The regions of morphospace occupied by ‘aigialo-

saurs’ and basal mosasaurids (Halisaurinae, Tethysaurinae

and Yaguarasaurinae) are restricted compared to the

other groups, with basal mosasaurids overlapped by all

three derived mosasaurid subfamilies. Plioplatecarpinae

almost completely surround the basal mosasaurids, but

cover an extended region, particularly along PC1 between

‘aigialosaurs’ and Mosasaurinae. Tylosaurines are nearly

entirely overlapped by Mosasaurinae, which occupy the
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F IG . 1 . Functional morphospace for mosasauroid mandibles. A, functional morphospace described by PC1 and PC2, showing clade-

level patterns of occupation. B–G, time-series illustrating morphospace occupation between geological stages; ‘dolichosaurs’ have been

removed from these latter plots to focus on Mosasauroidea. A variant of A with taxon-specific labels is provided (Fig. S3). ‘Aigialosaur’,

plioplatecarpine and mosasaurine skeletal diagrams redrawn from: Carroll & deBraga (1992), Holmes (1996) and LeBlanc et al. (2013).
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largest region of morphospace and greatly expand on

PC2, featuring the specialized mandibular anatomy of Plo-

tosaurus, Globidens and Prognathodon currii (Christiansen &

Bonde 2002; LeBlanc et al. 2013, 2019). Despite some

overlap, mosasaurine and plioplatecarpine morphospace

is strongly segregated and have different primary axes of

variance (PC2 versus PC1 dominate).

Limb functional morphospace. The first two principal

components account for 88.9% of the total variation

(Fig. 2A; Fig. S4). PC1 accounts for 77.2% and distin-

guishes limbs based on characters linked to locomotory

abilities. Negative values represent elongate propodials

and epipodials, implying more plesiopedal locomotion

found in plesiomorphic mosasauroids (e.g. Aigialosaurus),

whereas positive values represent increasingly the short,

robust pro- and epipodials of hydropedal morphology

(e.g. Plotosaurus). PC2 accounts for 11.7% of the total

variation and differentiates limb bones by their relative

proportions and sizes. Positive values are associated with

greater flaring of the distal humeral facet and a relatively

larger ulna and radius, which are more equivalent in size

to the humerus (e.g. Plotosaurus).

The plesiopedal ‘aigialosaurs’ occupy a distinct mor-

phospace, with some taxa (e.g. Portunatasaurus)

encroaching upon the positions of basal mosasaurids. The

tentative mosasaurine Dallasaurus is located firmly among

aigialosaur-grade taxa (Bell & Polcyn 2005), which is

expected given its plesiomorphic limbs and girdles. Inter-

estingly, ‘aigialosaurs’ are segregated from ‘dolichosaurs’

along PC2, the only other plesiopedal group in the analy-

sis, as ‘dolichosaurs’ have more equal limb bone propor-

tions. Basal mosasaurids occupy a small area of

morphospace between aigialosaur-grade taxa and more

derived, hydropedal taxa. Tylosaurines are found to clus-

ter closely with these basal taxa, distinguished by broadly

more positive PC1 scores, in a remarkably restricted mor-

phospace. Plioplatecarpines occupy the second largest

morphospace after mosasaurines, and more derived mem-

bers of this clade converge upon their morphology. Ploto-

saurus and Mosasaurus are notable outliers with much

higher values on PC1 resulting from their extensive

hydropedal adaptations. Conversely, Clidastes, Kourisodon,

Prognathodon and Globidens all score lower on PC1, closer

to plioplatecarpines.

Temporal patterns of morphospace occupation. Morpho-

space occupation through time illuminates the tempo and

mode of functional diversification (Figs 1B–G, 2B–G).
Both mandible and limb morphospaces show similar pat-

terns of occupation through time. The early evolution of

mosasauroids (Cenomanian–Coniacian) shows clear

directional shifts in the region occupied, and some

regions are vacated from one bin to the next, notably by

the loss of aigialosaur-grade taxa. From the Coniacian

onwards, however, morphospace occupation rapidly

expands through innovation into new morphologies while

retaining the older forms.

Functional disparity

Clade-binned disparity. Mosasaurines are the most dispa-

rate clade in both mandibular and forelimb traits, consis-

tent with their broad morphospace occupation (Fig. 3).

Plioplatecarpines also show relatively higher levels of dis-

parity, particularly for forelimb traits, though notably

lower than mosasaurines. ‘Aigialosaurs’ have reasonably

disparate jaws, but more homogeneous limbs, while tethy-

saurines, yaguarasaurines, and tylosaurines are character-

ized by low levels of disparity for both traits.

Stage-binned disparity. Mandibular disparity is lowest in

the early Late Cretaceous, but following a low-point in

the Turonian, increases continually until the end-

Maastrichtian, indicating a sustained period of ecomor-

phological diversification (Fig. 4A, B). Forelimb disparity

follows a similar pattern with low values in the earlier

stages, followed by expansion to the Campanian (Fig. 4C,

D). Considering methodological differences between the

SoR and SoV analyses, both metrics recover these tempo-

ral trends. We therefore suggest that this demonstrates a

more or less continuous rise in disparity, for both traits,

through the Late Cretaceous, similar to the result of

Stubbs & Benton (2016).

Phylogenetic time-sliced disparity. Disparity is lowest in

the earlier stages of the Late Cretaceous and increases

continually until the end-Cretaceous, following a late

Turonian or Coniacian expansion (Fig. 5). This pattern is

observed for both the mandibular and forelimb datasets,

although uncertainty exists over whether contraction or

continued expansion of forelimb disparity occurred in the

Maastrichtian. These results are congruent with those of

the binned disparity analysis and therefore support a sim-

ilar conclusion of continually increasing disparity through

the Late Cretaceous.

Evolutionary rates and trends

Jaw rates and phylogenetic trends. Ancestral state estimates

indicate two main shifts in jaw PC1 score across Mosa-

sauroidea (Fig. 6A, B). The first is associated with func-

tional innovation during the origin of mosasaurids from

within ‘aigialosaurs’, while the second is attributed to
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F IG . 2 . Functional morphospace for mosasauroid forelimbs. A, functional morphospace described by PC1 and PC2, showing clade-

level patterns of occupation. B–G, time-series illustrating stage-level morphospace occupation; ‘dolichosaurs’ have been removed. A

variant of A with taxon-specific labels is provided (Fig. S4). Skeletal diagrams redrawn from Lindgren et al. (2011).
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innovation within Mosasaurinae, these patterns are com-

mon to all topologies and time-scaling methods. In addi-

tion, a shift within Tylosaurinae is variably recovered,

though often it is purely restricted to the Tylosaurus ber-

nardi + Tylosaurus proriger clade.

Irrespective of the apparent morphological shifts recov-

ered by ancestral state reconstruction, FossilBM results

demonstrate that these changes did not coincide with any

positive rate shifts. Analysis of PC1 (Table 1) found the

greatest support for two rate shifts (61%), though there

was also reasonable support for a single shift (37%);

where a decrease in evolutionary rates occurring at or

prior to the origins of Mosasauridae was most frequently

recovered (81%). In addition, a single directional trend is

observed on all tested trees.

Limb rates and phylogenetic trends. The ancestral state

estimates suggest that limb PC1 shows a strong evolutionary

F IG . 3 . Clade-level patterns of disparity using SoV metrics for mandibular traits (A) and forelimb traits (B). Mosasaurines are the

most disparate clade for both trait categories, followed by plioplatecarpines. ‘Aigialosaurs’ and halisaurines show moderate disparity

(although the former have fairly disparate mandibles). Tylosaurines and basal russellosaurines (comprising Tethysaurinae and

Yaguarasaurinae and identified as Russellosaurina) have the lowest disparity. Disparity was not calculated for basal russellosaurine

forelimbs or halisaurine mandibles, because of low sample sizes (n = 1 and n = 2 respectively).
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pattern (Fig. 6C, D). There is no major difference between

plesiopedal ‘aigialosaurs’ and ‘dolichosaurs’. However, a

major shift on this component is associated with the

origins of hydropedal morphology among the mosasaurids.

Despite this, there was no consensus on the precise loca-

tion at which this morphology first evolved, or whether

it is a homoplastic trait, as it varied significantly between

the topologies. This is seemingly conditional on the

divergence estimate of Dallasaurus, which is morphologi-

cally more like aigialosaur-grade taxa than the inferred

ancestral mosasaurid. Halisaurines and the basal russello-

saurine Romeosaurus transitioned to more paddle-like limb

morphology, though to a lesser extent than in mosasaur-

ines, plioplatecarpines and tylosaurines. Both mosasaurines

and plioplatecarpines have evolved strongly hydropedal

forelimbs, particularly the Mosasaurus + Plotosaurus

clade.

The rate and trend estimations for forelimb evolution

are like those for the mandibles, demonstrating that

the results of the ancestral state reconstruction do

not directly correspond to shifts in evolutionary rates

(Table 2). Analysis of PC1 found a single rate shift to be

most common (93%), with most shifts being slowdowns

occurring before or at the origins of Mosasauridae (96%).

F IG . 4 . Stage-level patterns of within-bin disparity using SoV and SoR metrics for the mandibular traits (A–B) and forelimb traits

(C–D). The black line represents the mean bootstrapped disparity from 1000 replicates, with the 95% confidence estimates

presented in grey. Crosses indicate the observed disparity. Mandibular disparity reaches a low point in the Turonian before increasing

continually to the end-Maastrichtian. Conversely, forelimb disparity increases steadily throughout the Late Cretaceous, reaching the

highest levels in the Campanian and Maastrichtian.
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Evolutionary trend analysis also favoured a single direc-

tional trend.

Physical driver modelling

The model reached convergence with all disparity metrics

(R̂ = 1.00, ESS > 200), and prior simulation demonstrated

that reasonable values were being sampled. Sampling of

the posterior distribution produced small mean values for the

driver coefficients (<1), for all combinations tested. These

coefficients were lower than the estimated means for the

intercept and standard deviation in all analyses (Fig. 7;

Table 3). Plotting conditional effects demonstrated that

negative correlations between drivers and disparity were

most common, except for a positive correlation between

F IG . 5 . Phylogenetic time-sliced disparity using ‘equal’ and minimum branch length dated topologies for the mandibular (A) and

forelimb (B) datasets. These graphs follow the same patterns seen in Figure 4, however, by incorporating the ghost ranges, this metric

counters the sampling issues encountered by the substage-level analysis.
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mandibular SoV and sea level, and between forelimb SoV

and δ13C.

DISCUSSION

Tempo of mosasauroid macroevolution

Colonization of the marine realm should, theoretically, be

associated with an ‘early burst’ macroevolutionary sce-

nario, characterized by high rates of evolution and rapid

acquisition of morphological variance, early in the evolu-

tion of a lineage (Hughes et al. 2013; Puttick 2018; Moon

& Stubbs 2020). This might be expected for mosasauroids,

but we did not identify such a disparity profile. Given that

small sample sizes dominate the early time bins, where

high rates of morphological diversification would be

expected under an early burst, it could be argued that the

disparity profiles reflect a sampling bias. We suggest that

this is unlikely because of the strong congruence between

the results of the time-binning and time-slicing methods;

the latter being resistant to the biasing effects of small sam-

ple sizes (Guillerme & Cooper 2018). In addition, some

authors have argued that early bursts may be an artefact of

using cladistic characters for disparity analyses (e.g. Mon-

giardino Koch et al. 2017). Here, measured characters with

known functional precedent were used instead, and these

are considered to be more reliable for ecomorphological

disparity studies (Anderson & Friedman 2012).

The second criterion of an early burst is an observation

of high early rates of evolution, which we also did

not find. A recent rate estimation of mosasauroids using

cladistic characters found multiple shifts during their evo-

lutionary history (Madzia & Cau 2020). However, differ-

ences between these results and ours can be attributed to

their use of discrete cladistic characters, which inevitably

introduces a phylogenetic signal into the rate estimations.

It is also important to consider the potential effects of the

‘dolichosaur’ outgroup; these taxa are morphologically

divergent and have substantial branch lengths (Figs 1, 2,

6). The rate estimations often recovered ‘dolichosaurs’ as

having faster rates than mosasauroids; this might contrib-

ute to the apparent slow-down, but it is unlikely to

explain entirely the absence of an early burst.

TABLE 1 . Summary of fossilBM rate analyses for mandibular

PC1.

Shift number 95% CI Proportion

1 1–3 0.29

1 1–4 0.08

2 1–3 0.19

2 1–4 0.41

2 1–5 0.01

3 1–4 0.01

3 2–5 0.01

Shift location Direction Proportion

Ectenosaurus + Selmasaurus Increase 0.12

Mosasauridae Decrease 0.29

Mosasauroidea Decrease 0.52

Other Increase 0.06

Shift number indicates the favoured number of rate shifts per

tree, out of all runs, 95% CI represents the range of confidence

intervals (set automatically at 0.95) from all runs favouring

the specific shift number. The shift location corresponds to the

node where the rate shift occurred, and direction demonstrates

whether the observed shift was an increase or decrease in

evolutionary rates. Trend analyses are not presented, as all

topologies (100%) favoured a single directional evolutionary

trend.

TABLE 2 . Summary of fossilBM rate analyses for forelimb

PC1.

Shift number 95% CI Proportion

1 1–3 0.92

1 1–4 0.01

2 1–3 0.04

2 1–4 0.01

2 1–5 0.01

Shift location Direction Proportion

Mosasauroidea Decrease 0.93

Mosasauridae Decrease 0.03

Other Increase 0.04

As in Table 1, trend analyses are not presented, as all topologies

(100%) favoured a single directional evolutionary trend.

F IG . 6 . Examples of ancestral state reconstructions using ‘equal-dated’ trees. A, evolution of mandibular PC1, with morphological

shifts at Mosasauridae (Mo) and Mosasaurinae (Ms) highlighted; a shift within Tylosaurinae (Ty) is also variably recovered.

B, alternative ancestral state reconstructions for mandibular PC1 using Maximum Likelihood (top) and Bayesian (bottom) topologies.

C, evolution of forelimb PC1 with morphological shifts at Mosasauridae (Mo), within Plioplatecarpinae (Pl) and Mosasaurinae (Ms),

and at the Mosasaurus + Plotosaurus (Mp) clade identified. D, alternative ancestral state reconstructions for forelimb PC1 using

Maximum Likelihood (top) and Bayesian (bottom) topologies. Extremely similar results were recovered by minimum branch length

and fossil birth–death time-scaling methods.
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Considering these caveats, it is unlikely that large rate

shifts occurred during mosasauroid evolution, as these

should be picked out more frequently. Furthermore, our

rate analyses corroborate the disparity profiles, with both

showing steady diversification without an early burst.

Therefore, we suggest that mosasauroids are unique

among Mesozoic marine reptiles in displaying a pro-

tracted radiation, spanning the Late Cretaceous, which

lacks major shifts in evolutionary tempo.

Evolution of jaw ecomorphology

The early part of mosasauroid evolution is characterized

by the transition from a short, unspecialized mandible,

with relatively large internal components (e.g. adductor

attachment sites), to an elongate, specialized mandible,

where the internal components are proportionally shorter

(excluding the dental row; Fig. 1A). In Mosasauroidea,

the lengthening of the mandible in absolute terms

F IG . 7 . Summary of parameters (prior and posterior estimates) from the generalized linear modelling of mosasauroid disparity and

potential physical driver proxies. Two sub-plots are presented for each section, the full results are presented on the left plot, while the

right-hand plot is focused on the posterior physical driver coefficients. A, mandibular SoV. B, mandibular SoR. C, forelimb SoV.

D, forelimb SoR.
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co-occurred with proportional lengthening of the dental

row. This elongation is the primary morphological dis-

tinction between ‘dolichosaurs’ and mosasauroids and

between ‘aigialosaurs’ and mosasaurids, increasing sub-

stantially at each morphological grade. Aigialosaur-grade

taxa have the shortest jaws among mosasauroids, with rel-

atively large muscle attachment sites and higher mechani-

cal advantages, suggesting that they were capable of

proportionally higher bite forces. Ross (2009) assigned

‘aigialosaurs’ to the ‘cut’ dental morphotype guild, which,

given their small size and unspecialized mandible, sug-

gests that they were likely to have been generalists. Basal

mosasaurids (Halisaurinae, Tethysaurinae and Yaguara-

saurinae) group closely in morphospace, suggesting that

this region represents an adaptive grade of the earliest

mosasaurids (Bardet et al. 2005; Makádi et al. 2012; Palci

et al. 2013). The tight clustering of these subfamilies indi-

cates low disparity among early mosasaurid mandibles

(Fig. 1A), supporting suggestions that other factors, spe-

cifically body size, might have accounted for differences

in prey choice (Ross 2009). Elongation of the mandible

was of key importance in the origin of Mosasauridae,

suggesting that the dietary habits of early mosasaurids

diverged from their aigialosaur-grade ancestors. Furthermore,

the outlying position of Clidastes in morphospace is

attributable to mandibular elongation (Fig. 1A) prior to

the increase in robusticity seen in later mosasaurines.

Therefore, elongation was also important in the origins of

the most disparate mosasauroid subclade.

Mandibular elongation has occurred multiple times in

the evolution of marine tetrapods and has the adaptive

benefit of increasing jaw closure speed, ideal for capturing

agile aquatic prey (Stubbs & Benton 2016; McCurry et al.

2017; Ballell et al. 2019; Stubbs et al. 2021). In mosasaur-

oids, this process co-occurred with lengthening of the

dental row, which would serve to augment the elongated

mandible as a high-velocity prey capture mechanism by

presenting a larger area of teeth on which to ensnare

prey. However, elongation lowered the mechanical advan-

tage of the mandible, most notably in basal mosasaurids,

which, paired with low robusticity and an unspecialized

dentition, probably restricted them to softer prey items.

Previous suggestions of halisaurine prey have included

small fish and cephalopods (Bardet et al. 2015; Konishi

et al. 2016). The primary driver of mandibular elongation

was most likely to be adoption of obligatorily marine

habits. ‘Aigialosaurs’ were capable of terrestrial locomo-

tion, and there is no a priori reason to suggest they could

not feed on land, a common feature in extant semiaquatic

squamates (Mayes et al. 2005), which would account for

their more generalized mandible. However, such possibili-

ties would not be afforded to fully aquatic early mosa-

saurids, necessitating modification of the mandible to

increase the efficiency of capturing agile aquatic prey. One

possibility may be that an ecological opportunity arose fol-

lowing the Cenomanian–Turonian Anoxic Event, which

caused a major turnover in marine communities that

might have facilitated mosasauroid diversification (e.g. Bar-

det et al. 2008). However, we did not identify any evolu-

tionary rate shift associated with the onset of mandibular

elongation (Fig. 6A, B), so we cannot claim an example of

ecological release, a part of the opportunism scenario.

Derived mosasaurids diversified to occupy substantial

novel jaw morphospace (Fig. 1A). Tylosaurinae and

Mosasaurinae are often considered the most derived

groups, and show convergence in mandibular function

towards large, robust jaws, with elongate tooth rows and

the capacity for large gapes. Acquisition of this morphol-

ogy is marked by a strong negative shift in the PC1 ances-

tral state reconstruction in both clades, but it remains

unclear whether this condition is homoplastic amongst

tylosaurines, as implied by some reconstructions (Fig. 6A,

B). There are differences between tylosaurine and mosa-

saurine mandibles (Fig. 1A): the former are slightly less

robust (more negative PC2 score), and their dental row is

often shorter (though this is probably caused by the pres-

ence of an edentulous rostrum). Further, tylosaurine mor-

phospace is considerably more restricted than that of

TABLE 3 . Output parameter estimates (mean, estimated error,

95% confidence range) for the generalized linear modelling of

the physical driver data.

Disparity metric Coefficient Mean Est.

error

95%

Range

Mandibular –
SoV

Intercept 3.19 0.36 1.44

SL 0.19 0.09 0.36

δ13C −0.25 0.11 0.45

SST −0.49 0.1 0.4

σ 0.33 0.08 0.3

Mandibular –
SoR

Intercept 4.84 0.34 1.36

SL −0.07 0.09 0.34

δ13C −0.37 0.1 0.41

SST −0.56 0.1 0.38

σ 0.31 0.07 0.27

Forelimb – SoV Intercept 3.43 0.45 1.82

SL −0.2 0.12 0.47

δ13C 0.04 0.13 0.53

SST −0.58 0.12 0.49

σ 0.42 0.09 0.36

Forelimb – SoR Intercept 3.88 0.48 1.93

SL −0.01 0.12 0.48

δ13C −0.14 0.14 0.57

SST −0.5 0.13 0.54

σ 0.45 0.1 0.39

Evolutionary drivers: SL, eustatic sea level; δ13C, carbon isotope

proxy for palaeoproductivity; SST, sea surface temperature. Dis-

parity metrics: SoV, sum of variance; SoR, sum of ranges.
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mosasaurines, reflecting lower overall disparity. Preserved

stomach contents indicate that tylosaurines were apex

predators of large vertebrates including, fish, sharks, sea-

birds and marine reptiles (Everhart 2004), a diet that is

similar to that of some large mosasaurines (Konishi et al.

2011; Konishi et al. 2014). Therefore, this raises the possi-

bility that large-bodied mosasaurines, particularly Mosa-

saurus, might have been in competition with tylosaurines.

One argument against this is that tylosaurines may have

incapacitated prey using their edentulous rostrum as a

weapon (Konishi et al. 2018; Stewart & Mallon 2018), a

feature absent from derived mosasaurines, which could

indicate different feeding strategies.

Mosasaurines are remarkable in occupying by far the

largest functional morphospace (Fig. 1A). This is consis-

tent with substantial innovation in the clade, especially

their high mandibular and dental disparity, often consid-

ered fundamental to their success (Ross 2009; LeBlanc

et al. 2013; Konishi et al. 2014). While both mosasaurines

and tylosaurines display a positive shift in PC1 ancestral

state reconstruction (Fig. 6A, B), mosasaurines surpass

tylosaurines in most metrics associated with this axis

(Fig. 1A), having the most elongate and robust mandibles

and being capable of the largest gapes. However, while

this trend may be an extension of processes extending

back to ‘aigialosaurs’, mosasaurines hold the unique dis-

tinction of having differentiated substantially along PC2,

suggesting diversification towards new prey types and

feeding strategies.

Many mosasaurines show a preference for harder food

items, particularly the durophagous taxa Globidens and

Carinodens, whose mandibles and dentition were radically

adapted for feeding on shelled invertebrates (Schulp 2005;

Martin 2007; Martin & Fox 2007). The three species of Glo-

bidens included in this analysis show strongly positive PC2

scores (Fig. 1A), and form a tight cluster based on their

exceptionally robust mandibles and low-aspect-ratio bra-

chydont dentition. These characteristics are inferred as

adaptations to resist high mechanical loads during feeding

(Schulp 2005; Martin 2007; LeBlanc et al. 2019) and imply

a powerful bite force. However, we note that while Globi-

dens has high mechanical advantage and large adductor size

compared to other mosasaurids, generally these traits vary

little throughout the group, contrary to previous sugges-

tions (e.g. LeBlanc et al. 2019). Indeed, the greatest varia-

tion in these traits occurs between short-jawed

‘aigialosaurs’ and long-jawed mosasaurids, which suggests

that derived mosasaurines may have evolved other mecha-

nisms to bolster force production, or reduce force require-

ments, that are not captured by our suite of functional

characters. In the case of Globidens, derived species may

have evolved a tripartite dentition, which served to punc-

ture shells before crushing them, lowering the maximum

forces required during processing (Martin 2007).

The paraphyletic genus Prognathodon is also considered

to prefer harder prey items and occupies a similar region

of morphospace to Globidens (Fig. 1A; Christiansen &

Bonde 2002; Dortangs et al. 2002; Konishi et al. 2011).

Prognathodon includes members with extremely robust

crania and mandibles, some even likened to large tyran-

nosaurids in form and function (Christiansen & Bonde

2002; Dortangs et al. 2002). Unlike Globidens, Prognatho-

don was also an active predator (e.g. Konishi et al. 2011)

and retains a relatively elongate dental row to assist prey

capture. This morphology lowers mechanical advantage

and implies a weaker bite force, which would be disad-

vantageous when processing harder food items. One solu-

tion may have been the evolution of bowed dentaries,

which are common among Prognathodon species, and

which increase mechanical advantage during biting by

positioning prey towards the rear of the jaw (Rieppel &

Labhardt 1979). This was also suggested by LeBlanc et al.

(2019) and warrants further investigation with new func-

tional characters. We also recommend that future quanti-

tative analyses consider recent studies in mosasaurid

dental morphology, microstructure, and chemistry, which

demonstrate the teeth of some taxa were well adapted for

withstanding high feeding stresses (Owocki & Madzia

2020).

Negative scores on PC2 are also attributed to feeding

innovation in mosasaurines; with the exclusion of Cli-

dastes (discussed earlier), Plotosaurus is the most differen-

tiated along this axis. This taxon displays a suite of

unique adaptations to facilitate ram feeding in a pelagic

environment (LeBlanc et al. 2013) and is distinguished

here primarily by its high-aspect-ratio teeth, but also by

its adaptations for rapid jaw opening and low robusticity.

This is consistent with the suggestion by LeBlanc et al.

(2013) that the mandibles of Plotosaurus relied more on

speed and precision than bite force, and that it specialized

on a diet of small, soft prey.

The differentiation of mosasaurines along the PC2

axis reflects increasing specialization of the mandible

and dentition, and niche partitioning between members

of the clade (Fig. 1A). Konishi et al. (2014) suggested

evidence for this, based on preserved gastric contents,

among the contemporaneous mosasaurines Prognathodon

overtoni and Mosasaurus missouriensis. In this analysis,

Mosasaurus species are more negatively scored than Prog-

nathodon on PC2 (excluding Pr. kianda and Pr. solvayi),

confirming that Mosasaurus was more adapted for softer

prey items.

An unexpected discovery was the considerable mandib-

ular diversity of plioplatecarpines (Fig. 1A), forming the

second largest cluster in morphospace, but barely dis-

cussed so far in terms of function. Plioplatecarpines are

primarily differentiated along PC1, but also show reason-

able divergence along PC2, suggesting a diversity of
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feeding strategies and prey preferences. An interesting fea-

ture of this group is the apparent reversal in some taxa

towards short jaws with high mechanical advantage. Such

mandibles are capable of rapid opening and forceful clo-

sure but are not robust enough to withstand high

mechanical loads. Undescribed material of the enigmatic

plioplatecarpine ‘Platecarpus’ ptychodon (not included

here) has indicated that this taxon was similarly special-

ized, and given its possible close relationship to Selma-

saurus, which is considered here to be the most

specialized plioplatecarpine, supports this position (Pol-

cyn et al. 2016). However, the recently described Gaviali-

mimus (also not included here), another close relative of

Selmasaurus and possible source of Moroccan ‘Pl.’ ptycho-

don material, appears to possess a mandible modified for

rapid prey capture, somewhat convergent with Plotosaurus

(Strong et al. 2020). This stands in contrast to our results

for Selmasaurus and demonstrates the need for further

studies of plioplatecarpine feeding mechanics. The distinct

mandibular anatomy of plioplatecarpines diverges sub-

stantially from mosasaurines and tylosaurines in morpho-

space, with the diversification of these clades occurring

concurrently, consistent with niche partitioning.

The early history of mosasauroids is characterized by

unidirectional evolution towards increased mandibular

elongation and low levels of disparity (Figs 1B, 4A–B,
5A). Conversely, their later evolutionary history is charac-

terized by a multidirectional radiation in morphospace

(associated with novel feeding strategies and prey types)

and far higher levels of disparity. The resulting disparity

profile is characteristically ‘top-heavy’, in agreement with

the result of Stubbs & Benton (2016), probably reflecting

minimal vacant ecospace during the early evolution of the

clade caused by the existence of established endemic com-

petitors (Stubbs & Benton 2016; Reeves et al. 2021). Dur-

ing the Cenomanian and Turonian, plesiosaurs, sharks

and large fish may have excluded the emerging mosasaur-

oids from suitable niche space (Stubbs & Benton 2016;

Madzia & Cau 2020). Therefore, the Cenomanian–
Turonian Anoxic Event could have facilitated an opportu-

nistic replacement by causing the extinction of such

competitors although, as discussed previously, the absence

of a rate shift at this point makes the idea uncertain

(Tables 1, 2). Following the Turonian, disparity continued

to rise to the Maastrichtian, driven by innovation along-

side the retention of pre-existing morphologies. Disparity

is highest in the terminal stages (Campanian and Maas-

trichtian), reflecting the radiation of the disparate mosa-

saurines and plioplatecarpines. The disparity profile

matches the estimation of evolutionary rates and trends,

which suggest mandibular evolution followed a single tra-

jectory, and that the major phases of diversification were

not associated with any significant rate shifts. Therefore,

the rise in disparity probably reflects constant biological

forcing, whereby mosasauroids specialized their mandibles

and dentitions in response to competition. In the case of

mosasaurids, they diversified from the ancestral morpho-

space occupied by basal taxa to the new regions occupied

by Tylosaurinae, Plioplatecarpinae, and Mosasaurinae,

consistent with a niche partitioning scenario.

Evolution of the forelimb and locomotion

Our study introduces a suite of new characters of the

forelimb aiming to reflect potential locomotory adapta-

tion in mosasauroids. As these characters are novel, and

as other body regions are involved in locomotion (includ-

ing the primary propulsive apparatus), we provide a brief

justification of our inference. The forelimbs of mosasaur-

oids became radically modified throughout their evolu-

tion, with morphological differences related to changes in

locomotory mode (Lindgren et al. 2007, 2011; Campbell

Mekarski et al. 2019). This includes both the origin of the

paddle from a walking limb, as well as its subsequent

adaptation to different swimming styles in obligatorily

marine taxa. ‘Aigialosaurs’ and basal mosasaurids were

probably anguilliform swimmers, whereas some derived

taxa were sub-carangiform or carangiform (Lindgren

et al. 2007, 2011, 2013). In functionally analogous ich-

thyosaurs, such differences in locomotor mode are related

to the propulsive cost of locomotion, where derived

modes (e.g. carangiform) reduce the energetic cost of

propulsion and are advantageous for sustained activity

(Gutarra et al. 2019). In terms of marine tetrapod paddle

morphology, high aspect-ratio fins are often associated

with oceanic taxa (low drag, high stability), while low

aspect-ratio fins are suited for rapid manoeuvring in

more cluttered settings (O’Keefe 2001; Gutarra & Rahman

2021).

On PC1, the plesiopedal ‘aigialosaurs’ occupy the nega-

tive end of the axis, while the derived, carangiform Ploto-

saurus, is at the positive end (Fig. 2A). This distribution

confirms that these characters serve as a proxy for swim-

ming mode. However, because these morphologies are

extremes, it is important to consider the positions of

intermediate taxa. Basal mosasaurids plot closest to the

‘aigialosaurs’, between the latter and the derived mosa-

saurid subfamilies, consistent with their inferred locomo-

tory modes and hydropedality (Lindgren et al. 2011;

Polcyn et al. 2012; Campbell Mekarski et al. 2019).

Indeed, of the halisaurines included in this analysis, Hali-

saurus results are substantially more positive on PC1 than

Eonatator, which is consistent with evidence for more

caudally driven propulsion (Polcyn et al. 2012). Among

mosasaurines, basal taxa (e.g. Clidastes) are inferred to

have had more anguilliform locomotion than moderately

derived taxa (e.g. Prognathodon), which in turn were less
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carangiform than Plotosaurus (Lindgren et al. 2007, 2011,

2013), a trend also observed here. Therefore, this suggests

that limb morphospace PC1 axis functions as a good

approximation of swimming mode, where positive scores are

more carangiform and negative scores more anguilliform.

Though we suggest that our forelimb data provide a

useful proxy for locomotion, the characters used herein are

by no means exhaustive. Unlike feeding adaptations, which

can be readily understood from the mandible and denti-

tion, locomotory adaptations are far less regionalized. Pro-

pulsion, stability, control, streamlining and buoyancy all

have strong bearings on the locomotory mode of a marine

organism, and each is achieved by combinations of differ-

ent anatomical regions. Future work would certainly bene-

fit from the quantitative analysis of other anatomical

regions. First and foremost, advances in caudal anatomy

and propulsion may provide a valuable source of charac-

ters, albeit for a more restricted number of taxa (Lindgren

et al. 2007, 2010, 2011, 2013). Likewise, limb girdle data

could also be useful, following a sizeable body of literature

demonstrating its critical role in the adoption of obligatory

marine habits (Bell & Polcyn 2005; Caldwell & Palci 2007;

Dutchak & Caldwell 2009).

Given that limb morphospace PC1 serves as a proxy

for locomotory adaptation, both the functional morpho-

space and the ancestral state reconstructions demonstrate

that mosasauroid evolution was characterized by a trend

towards more aquatic adaptation (Figs 2, 6). This is rein-

forced by the trend analysis, which shows a single trend

through mosasauroid evolution towards more positive

PC1 scores (Fig. 2B). The earliest mosasauroids were

strongly plesiopedal and employed anguilliform swim-

ming alongside terrestrial locomotion (Carroll & Debraga

1992; Caldwell et al. 1995; Caldwell 1996; Campbell

Mekarski et al. 2019). Subsequent modification of the ple-

siopedal limb produced an incipient hydropedal limb, a

feature present in basal mosasaurids, which are recovered

close to aigialosaur-grade taxa in morphospace. The

acquisition of hydropedality is considered a major transi-

tion in mosasauroid evolution, but this is subject to a

debate concerning its homology, with suggestions it may

have arisen convergently multiple times (Caldwell 1996;

Bell & Polcyn 2005; Dutchak & Caldwell 2009). In addi-

tion, analysis of the pelvic limb and girdle has shown that

pelvic modifications probably restricted (or completely

inhibited) terrestrial locomotion prior to the acquisition

of truly hydropedal limbs (Caldwell & Palci 2007). This

underpins the importance of testing these findings with

alternative functional characters, though we suggest that

girdle-based characters would be unsuited for indepen-

dent analysis because they are probably uninformative on

the derived swimming modes of Mosasauridae.

In terms of hydropedality, our results are inconclusive,

being heavily dependent on the time-scaling method

applied (Fig. 6). However, Dallasaurus is considered a

reversal on most of the phylogenetic topologies analysed

and therefore, should this taxon turn out not to be an

early mosasaurine, it might be expected that all topologies

would recover an ancestrally hydropedal Mosasauridae.

Nonetheless, the proximity between basal mosasaurids

and ‘aigialosaurs’ suggests that they employed anguilli-

form or near-anguilliform locomotion, which would

restrict them to nearshore environments and suggest that

they were not swimming in a sustained manner (Lindgren

et al. 2007, 2011). The relatively expensive anguilliform

propulsion of early mosasaurids probably favoured

ambush predation tactics and could account for the

strong shift towards longer dental rows, as a prey capture

mechanism. This may in turn explain the apparent cou-

pling of morphospace movement between feeding and

locomotion during early mosasauroid evolution and sug-

gest that opportunity also functioned as a driver for the

early evolution of locomotion.

Following the origin of hydropedality, paddle-like

limbs were increasingly modified to suit new locomotory

modes, becoming effective control surfaces whose mor-

phology varies in accordance with the functional

demands of a specific mode (Lindgren et al. 2007, 2011).

This is most pronounced in Plotosaurus, which had

evolved a high-aspect longipinnate forelimb through

extreme modification of the long bones and hyperpha-

langy, which afforded good stability with relatively low

induced drag, to a body optimized for carangiform loco-

motion (Lindgren et al. 2007). Here, Plotosaurus is

among the most positively scored taxa in PC1 (Fig. 2A),

consistent with unique morphological characteristics that

are attributed to colonization of the open oceans and

sustained cruising locomotion (Lindgren et al. 2007,

2009). However, other mosasaurids appear to have modi-

fied their forelimbs and adopted new locomotory modes,

most notably among the mosasaurines and plioplatecar-

pines. Many of these taxa are not considered to be espe-

cially oceanic, suggesting that derived locomotory

strategies were not limited to oceanic taxa, but started to

emerge in more coastal taxa, perhaps facilitating future

conquest of open ocean habitats. This is congruent with

recent analyses of exceptional specimens of moderately

derived mosasaurids that show a suite of anatomical

adaptations indicating heightened locomotor performance

(Lindgren et al. 2010, 2011, 2013; LeBlanc et al. 2012;

Cuthbertson et al. 2015). Indeed, for many such taxa, a

high-aspect-ratio paddle may have been disadvantageous,

restricting their manoeuvrability in denser coastal envi-

ronments or throughout the water column, the latter

shown to be ecologically important for some plioplatecar-

pines (Cuthbertson et al. 2015).

The divergence between mosasaurines and plioplatecar-

pines in the feeding analysis is not matched by divergence
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of locomotory modes, and demonstrates that within these

clades, derived aquatic locomotion was favoured irrespec-

tive of dietary niche (Fig. 2A). In addition, basal members

are less positively scored on PC1 than derived ones, indi-

cating that this was a trend driven by innovation. There-

fore, it is interesting that tylosaurines do not display this

pattern and are instead confined to a reduced morpho-

space, with an inferred locomotory mode like basal mosa-

saurids. This observation offers a solution to the possible

competition between mosasaurines and tylosaurines sug-

gested by the mandibular morphospace: differences in

locomotor performance could indicate that these clades

deployed different predation strategies and habitat prefer-

ences. The position of tylosaurines in morphospace close

to basal mosasaurids with low-aspect-ratio paddles might

indicate an ambush strategy with predominately anguilli-

form locomotion, suited to nearshore environments

(Lindgren et al. 2007, 2011). Conversely, mosasaurines

are identified as more carangiform locomotors and might

have used sustained locomotion and pursuit predation.

Interestingly, this trend is most pronounced for the Mosa-

saurus + Plotosaurus clade, the former inferred to have

been a potential competitor with tylosaurines. These

findings should also be considered in light of a body

of evidence showing widespread paedomorphosis in tylo-

saurines, which is less pronounced in mosasaurines (Cald-

well 1996; Jiménez-Huidobro et al. 2016, 2019). This is

particularly relevant in the forelimb, where much of the

tylosaurine mesopodium is unossified (Caldwell 1996),

but also extends to the girdles and pelvic limb (Caldwell

1996; Jiménez-Huidobro et al. 2019). The presence of

widespread cartilaginous material in the pelvic limb and

girdle of Tylosaurus compared to Mosasaurus may indi-

cate a reduced role for its paddle in locomotion

(Jiménez-Huidobro et al. 2019). Our analysis of the pec-

toral limb is congruent with the idea that mosasaurines

and tylosaurines used different locomotory modes, even if

direct comparison between the limb segments is tenuous.

We find Mosasaurus approaches the condition in Ploto-

saurus, where rigid, well-ossified longipinnate paddles

provide an efficient control surface to accommodate the

forces generated by carangiform locomotion. Conversely,

Tylosaurus is considered to be far less adapted for sus-

tained locomotion.

Of the less derived mosasaurines, Globidens and Prog-

nathodon show no real increase in PC1 over more basal

mosasaurines (e.g. Clidastes); these taxa are sufficiently

distinct in their feeding anatomy to imply that they tar-

geted different prey to tylosaurines and could co-occur

with them without competing. Therefore, the locomotory

adaptations of Mosasaurus (and Plotosaurus) probably

relate to changes in hunting strategy, occurring in con-

junction with colonization of more pelagic habitats,

which favoured sustained activity. Under this scenario,

competition and opportunity (new habitat) can be con-

sidered to be the drivers of morphological evolution.

Following the Turonian, forelimb disparity shows a

consistent increase to the Maastrichtian, reflecting inno-

vation and retention (Figs 2B, 4C–D, 5B). This disparity

profile suggests great locomotory diversity in the latest

Cretaceous, coinciding with the diversification of mosa-

saurines and plioplatecarpines, which are recovered here

as the most disparate clades. Although these results sup-

port previous suggestions of rapid sequential acquisition

of hydropedality and derived aquatic adaptation in

Mosasauroidea (Lindgren et al. 2010; Campbell Mekarski

et al. 2019), such innovations were not associated with

any significant increase in evolutionary rates (Fig. 6C, D).

Therefore, we suggest that the overarching pattern of

mosasauroid locomotory evolution was a steady, direc-

tional trend towards sub-carangiform and carangiform

modes and their corresponding paddle diversity, without

any major shift in evolutionary tempo. Under this sce-

nario, locomotory evolution follows the same general

pattern as feeding evolution, suggesting that it was

also driven by biological processes. Comparison of the

feeding and locomotory morphospaces shows that many

of the clades diversifying substantially in mandibular form

(e.g. Mosasaurinae, Plioplatecarpinae) also diverged in

forelimb morphology. Furthermore, the morphospace

expansion of these traits follows a similar timing and pat-

tern. This suggests that ecomorphological diversification

was multifaceted, and locomotion played a key role in the

specialization aspect of niche partitioning.

Drivers of mosasauroid macroevolution

We have demonstrated that innovation, competition, and

possibly opportunism, were important drivers of mosa-

sauroid ecomorphological disparity (Figs 1–6). Taken by

itself, this is a classically ‘Red Queen’ view of biotically

driven evolution. However, there remains the counterar-

gument that evolution, particularly deep-time macroevo-

lution, is driven instead by physical processes (Benton

2009). Polcyn et al. (2014) suggested that both the

diversity and body size disparity of mosasaurs were driven

by a combination of high primary productivity, sea level

and temperatures, responsible for controlling trophic

abundances.

We find that under both tested disparity metrics, the

small coefficient values for each driver suggest a minimal

role for physical processes in our model, although the rel-

atively high standard deviations indicate wide error mar-

gins (Fig. 7). Therefore, despite conditional relationships,

it appears that the physical drivers are incapable of

explaining temporal changes in mosasauroid disparity, a

view further reinforced by the comparably high mean for
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the intercept, which implies substantial hidden effects

unaccounted for by the proxy data. This suggests that in

terms of functional disparity, mosasauroid macroevolu-

tion was driven primarily by biological rather than physi-

cal processes.

A final consideration is the role of other clades in driving

mosasauroid evolution. Given that later mosasauroids were

high in the trophic pyramid, competition and opportunity

are the most important aspects. Madzia & Cau (2020) sug-

gested that the extinction of brachauchenine pliosaurids

might have permitted mosasauroids to invade their former

ecospace opportunistically. This could account for the lack

of an early burst in mosasauroid evolution and would sup-

port the suggestion of opportunism early in their evolution.

However, this is difficult to justify given that the lack of

rate shifts suggests that competitive release and radiation

did not occur (Fig. 6), contrasting with earlier marine rep-

tile evolution when unoccupied marine niches permitted

colonizers to diversify rapidly (Stubbs & Benton 2016;

Moon & Stubbs 2020; Reeves et al. 2021). Therefore, we

suggest that opportunism remains a possible, but not defin-

itive, driver in the early evolution of Mosasauroidea, and

that interactions with other clades might have been impor-

tant. However, the major phase of diversification, after

the Coniacian, predominantly reflects innovation and

competition, where mosasauroids appear to have been

structuring their own evolution, as their own primary

competitors.

CONCLUSION

The view that mosasauroid macroevolution was driven

solely by the physical factors controlling productivity is

challenged by analysis of functional characters of the

mandible and forelimb. Patterns of morphospace occupa-

tion demonstrate the important role of mandibular elon-

gation as a prey capture mechanism in the early evolution

of mosasauroids, followed by broader morphological

diversification in later taxa, particularly mosasaurines and

plioplatecarpines, associated with new diets and feeding

strategies. Remarkably similar patterns are observed in

locomotory morphospace, where basal forms probably

used ambush predation and anguilliform locomotion,

while derived taxa evolved novel locomotory strategies in

association with new foraging ranges and feeding mecha-

nisms. Mandibular and locomotory diversification are

therefore found to be linked and driven by innovation

and competition between clades. Temporal disparity pat-

terns are also similar for both traits. Disparity is lowest in

the early stages (Cenomanian–Turonian), possibly caused

by limited vacant ecospace in Cretaceous oceans. High

disparity is observed in later stages (Campanian–Maas-

trichtian) and attributed to the diversification of the

disparate clades, alongside retention of plesiomorphic taxa,

consistent with niche-partitioning. Single directional evolu-

tionary trends are observed for all traits analysed, and no

rate shifts are associated with major bursts of morphologi-

cal diversification. This suggests that mosasauroid evolu-

tion was remarkably steady and lends credit to the idea that

it was fundamentally more constrained than for other

marine reptiles. Modelling of physical drivers reveals a lim-

ited role during mosasauroid diversification, demonstrating

the biological drivers of competition, innovation, and pos-

sibly opportunity, to be more important.
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